Big data revolution has sparked the widespread use of predictive data analytics based on sophisticated machine learning tasks. Fast data analysis have become very important, and this fact stresses software developers and computer architects to deliver more efficient design solutions able to address the increased performance requirements. Dataflow computing engines from Maxeler has been recently emerged as a promising way of performing high performance computation, utilizing FPGA devices. In this paper, we focus on exploiting Maxeler's dataflow computing for accelerating Gaussian Process Regression from scikit-learn Python library, one of the most computationally intensive and with poor scaling characteistics machine learning algorithm. Through extensive analysis over diverse datasets, we point out which NumPy and SciPy functions forms the major performance bottlenecks that should be implemented in a dataflow acceleration engine and then we discuss the mapping decisions that enable the generation of parameterized dataflow engines. Finally, we show that the proposed acceleration solution delivers significant speedups for the examined datasets, while it also reports good scalability in respect to increased dataset sizes.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, organizations collect data from a variety of sources, including business transactions, social media and sensors. Big data is a term that describes this large volume and high throughput data, which can be analysed to make intelligent predictions/decisions based on patterns. Big data analytics helps organisations exploit their data and use it to identify smarter business moves, more efficient operations, better services and achieve higher profits.
ACM acknowledges that this contribution was authored or co-authored by an employee, contractor or affiliate of a national government. As such, the Government retains a nonexclusive, royalty-free right to publish or reproduce this article, or to allow others to do so, for Government purposes only. PARMA-DITAM'17, Stockholm, Sweden © 2016 ACM. 978-1-4503-4877-5/17/01. . . $15.00 DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10. 1145/3029580.3029587 Data analytics are heavily depend on machine learning (ML) techniques, a field of computer science that evolved from the study of pattern recognition and computational learning theory in artificial intelligence. Machine learning explores the study and construction of algorithms that can learn from and make predictions on data. Such algorithms operate by building a model from example inputs in order to make data-driven predictions or decisions. Machine learning has found major applications in finance, healthcare, entertainment, robotics, and many more. Although machine learning has been around for decades, two relatively recent trends have sparked its widespread use, i.e. (i) data availability due to the huge amount of digital data being generated from Internet of Things devices and ii) computation and storage capabilities offered by modern hardware that enables intelligent decisions and deliver value proposition.
A commonly used machine learning library is scikit-learn [6], which is a free software library for the Python programming language. It features various classification, regression and clustering algorithms and is designed to interoperate with the Python numerical and scientific libraries NumPy [13] and SciPy [1] . We focus our attention on Gaussian processes [8] that provide a principled, practical, probabilistic approach to learning in kernel machines. This gives advantages with respect to the interpretation of model predictions and provides a well-founded framework for learning and model selection. Theoretical and practical developments of over the last decade have made Gaussian processes a serious competitor for real supervised learning applications. However, its time complexity and the fact that it loses computational efficiency in high dimensional spaces are its main disadvantages. In this paper, we target the acceleration of Gaussian processes kernels, focusing on Gaussian Process Regression (GPR), which among scikit-learns' classification and regression algorithms appear to be some of the most time demanding.
For accelerating scikit-learn's GPR we exploit the efficiency of dataflow computing engines (DFE) introduced by Maxeler Technologies [11] . By carefully instrumenting, profiling and analysing the GPR's performance characteristics for model fitting and prediction, we extract the most computationally demanding kernels amenable for acceleration. Specifically, through extensive performance analysis we show that, the NumPy and SciPy Python functions: i) scip .linal .cholesk () performing Cholesky factorization, ii) scip .linal .cho sol e () implementing the Cholesky solver, iii) scip .spatial .distance.pdist () and scip .spatial .distance.cdist () performing matrices distance calculation and iv) nump .dot () implementing matrix multiplication, are forming the performance dominant functions in GPR. To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the first papers that are either targeting to scikit-learn's GPR acceleration or utliizing Maxeler's dataflow computing technology for the accelerating the aforementioned functions. Cholesky factorization and solver are popular linear algebra kernels, thus their acceleration is actively researched in software [2] , [3] , GPU [12] and ASIC [5] . In [10, 14] , their FPGA acceleration is proposed that relies on a direct hardware design solution in which for large size matrices, the FPGA memory interface becomes the bottleneck, mainly due to the limited adoption of the dataflow computing concepts. In this paper, we provide optimized DFE implementations for the aforementioned functions, not only by exploiting the high ILP traditionally offered by dataflow engines, but also applying customized data access and loop-tiling techniques to further improve performance. We show that the proposed DFE implementations can provide significant and scaled speedups for each of the examined kernels, ranging from 2× up to 8×. For the overall GPR fit() and predict () our accelerated solution delivers average speedup of 2.4× and 5.6×, respectively Finally, we note that the accelerated functions are frequently used for the solution of many other problems, thus the proposed high performance dataflow implementations could affect the efficiency of various applications.
GAUSSIAN PROCESSES IN PYTHON'S SCIKIT-LEARN
scikit-learn [6] is a free software machine learning library for the Python programming language. It features various classification, regression and clustering algorithms and it is designed to interoperate with the Python numerical and scientific libraries NumPy and SciPy. Every estimator for classification or regression in scikit-learn machine learning library is a Python class, which implements the methods fit(X , y) and predict(X * ), where X is the n × D training matrix, y is the n × 1 target vector and X * is the n * × D test matrix.
In this paper, we focus out attention on Gaussian Process Regression [8] , which also heavily share its major algorithmic constructs with Gaussian Process classification. There are several ways to interpret Gaussian process (GP) regression models. One can think of a Gaussian process as defining a distribution over functions, and inference taking place directly in the space of functions, the functionspace view. Considering inference directly in function space, we use a Gaussian process (GP) to describe a distribution over functions.
By definition, a Gaussian process is a collection of random variables, any finite number of which have a joint Gaussian distribution. A Gaussian process is completely specified by its mean function and covariance function. We define mean function m(x) and the covariance function k (x, x ′ ) of a real process f (x) as:
and write the Gaussian process as
where, in our case the random variables represent the value of the function f (x) at location x.
Gaussian process regression in scikit-learn
In scikit-learn, a practical implementation of Gaussian process regression (GPR) is implemented that uses Cholesky decomposition, instead of directly inverting the matrix, since it is faster and numerically more stable. An estimator for regression is a Python object that implements the methods fit(X ,y) and predict(X * ). The estimator 
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that implements Gaussian process regression is the class GaussianProcessRegressor. We briefly analyze the fit() and predict () methods implemented in scikit-lean of the class GaussianProcessRe ressor(), in order to familiarize with their algorithmic structure and naming conventions to be used later in the performance profiling analysis. In the fit method (Algorithm 2.1), the y vector may be normalized by subtracting the mean of y from every observation. The lo mar inal likelihood alue is calculated in Line 4, using the corresponding method, which is presented below. The kernel function in Line 5 is the default RBF and the kernel ()function is demonstrated in Algorithm 2.2. Moreover, the cholesky decomposition in Line 7 is computed with the scip .linal .cholesk () function and alpha alue is calculated from scip .linal .cho sol e (). The total cost of fit() method is O(n 3 +n 2 D) due to the cholesky factorization.
For the RBF kernel (Algorithm 2.2), the kernel function is
. Therefore, when the kernel is called from fit() for example with the matrix X as argument, first the euclidean distance of every vector x with every other vector x ′ is calculated in line 3. Subsequently, in Line 4 every distance in K matrix passes through the exp() function and Lines 4-5 finalize K, computing the diagonal elements and the converting K to a square symmetric matrix. However, when we call the kernel from predict () ((Algorithm 2.3)) with two arguments, the distance of every x vector of X and every Dataflow Acceleration of scikit-learn Gaussian Process Regression PARMA-DITAM'17, January 25 2017, Stockholm, Sweden vector x * of X * is computed in line 8. Next, every distance element in K is given to the exp() in Line 9. Finally, K is returned. All distances are calculated from scip .spatial .distance.pdist () and scip .spatial .distance.cdist () functions. The total computational cost is O(n 2 1 D) in the first case and O(n 1 · n 2 · D) in the second case. We note that n 1 is the number of samples in X 1 , n 2 is the number of samples in X 2 and D is the number of features.
The dominant functions in predict() (Algorithm 2.3) is cho sol e () in Line 6 with a computational cost of O(n 2 · n * ) and the dot () in line 7 with a cost of O(n · n 2 * ). Additionally, kernel calculation in Line 3 takes O(n · n * · D) operations, while kernel in Line 7 has a cost of O(n 2 * · D) operations.
PROFILING ANALYSIS OF GAUSSIAN PROCESS REGRESSION IN SCIKIT-LEARN
In this section, we perform a detailed performance analysis of scikitlearn's Gaussian process fit() and predict () methods in order to evaluate performance in a finer manner and extract the computationally intensive code regions to be considered for acceleration. Our goal is to detect the most time consuming functions in scikit-learn's Gaussian process regression Python implementation. Thus, timers are placed in various code segments of fit() and predict () methods, in order to enable effective performance instrumentation. For the analysis, we utilise real-datasets, obtained from UCI Machine Learning Repository [9] . As shown in Table 1 , we explore large and diverge datasets with a scaled number of features, in order to effectively capture the performance dependency to the feature size, i.e. to ensure that the "hot" code regions to be selected for acceleration are not present only in datasets with small feature space.
In Figure 1 , the pie charts demonstrate the percentage breakdown of the execution time in different functions of the methods. Fit and predict methods were executed on the four datasets with different feature sizes and large training and test sample sizes (n = 5000, n * = 5000). We should note that kernel RBF () : if consists of the functions scip .spatial .distance.pdist (), nump .exp(), scip .spatial .distance.square f orm() and nump .fill dia onal (). Additionally, kernel RBF () : if consists of scip .spatial .distance.cdist () and nump .exp(). As shown, scip .linal .cholesk () in the most time consuming function on fit method, while kernel RBF () : if execution time increases as the number of features in the dataset becomes greater. Moreover, scip .linal .cho sol e () and nump .dot () functions are time demanding on predict method, sharing almost the total time in half. However as the number of features increases, kernel RBF () : if and kernel RBF () : else gain a greater percentage of the total predict execution time.
Selection for acceleration: According to previous discussion, for the acceleration of scikit-learn Gaussian process regression fit() and predict () methods, the following functions should be implemented in Maxeler's dataflow computational model.
• the function scip .linal .cholesk (K n×n ,...).
• the function scip .linal .cho sol e (L n×n , B n×n * ).
• the function nump .dot (A n * ×n , B n×n * ).
• the set of functions [scip .spatial .distance.pdist (A n×D ,...), nump .exp(b n(n+1)/2 ), scip .spatial .distance.square f orm (c n(n+1)/2 ), nump .fill dia onal (E n×n )], denoted as pdist in the rest of the paper.
• the set of functions [scip .spatial .distance.cdist (A n * ×D , B n×D ,...), nump .exp(C n * ×n )], denoted as cdist in the rest of the paper.
MAXELER ACCELERATOR DESIGN
The aforementioned functions have been accelerated exploiting Maxeler's multiscale dataflow computing technology. Maxeler's multiscale dataflow computing [7] is a combination of traditional synchronous dataflow, vector and array processors. Loop level parallelism is achieved in a spatial, pipelined way, where large streams of data flow through a sea of arithmetic units, connected to match the structure of the compute task. DFEs provide two basic kinds of memory: FMem and LMem. FMem (Fast Memory) is on-chip Static RAM (SRAM) which can hold several MBs of data. Off-chip LMem (Large Memory) is implemented using DRAM technology and can hold many GBs of data. The overall system is managed by MaxelerOS, which sits within Linux and also within the dataflow engine's manager. MaxelerOS manages data transfer and dynamic optimization at runtime. Each DFE accelerated program, consists of CPU code written in a C programming language and a hardware configuration file (.max file) generated from MaxJ language. MaxJ code describes the dataflow datapath for a particular algorithm and the manager logic that interfaces the DFE accelerator with the host CPU. All data pre-processing (for example array layout re-ordering) takes place in the CPU and DFEs are called using SLiC 1 interface to compute the operations on data.
In this paper, we focus on the acceleration of the i) Cholesky decomposition and ii) Cholesky solver. For matrix multiplication, we reuse the freely available implementation found in [4] . The matrix distance, i.e. scip .spatial .distance.pdist (A,...), accelerated functions have been designed reusing the matrix multiplication DFE and adapting the implemented arithmetic operators, i.e. calculating (a − b) 2 instead of a × b. Due to space limitations, we focus our discussion on the design decisions that enable tiled and high parallel implementations. All implementations consider double precision float arithmetic.
Cholesky decomposition acceleration
If A ∈ R n×n is a positive-definite symmetric matrix, then there is a unique Cholesky decomposition that factorises it into a lower triangular matrix and its transpose 
Note that since older values of a ij are not required for computing newer elements, they may be overwritten by the value of l ij , hence the algorithm may be performed in place using the same memory for matrices A and L. Thus, we can compute the (i, j) entry of L if we know the data dependent entries to the left and above. The computation is usually arranged in either of the following orders i) the Cholesky-Banachiewicz algorithm (Row-Cholesky) starts from the upper left corner of the matrix L and proceeds to calculate the matrix row by row, ii) the Cholesky-Crout algorithm (Column-Cholesky) starts from the upper left corner of the matrix L and proceeds to calculate the matrix column by column.
The major issue in developing a Maxeler accelerated Cholesky implementation is how the matrix A should be transferred to the DFE and where should we place the output matrix L. Considering the data dependencies, in order to compute a column of L, a huge part of previously computed L-values must be accessed. For the computation of each new element in a column, a whole row of previously calculated L-values should be fetched to the computational area. The key to efficient dataflow implementations is to orchestrate the data movements to maximize the reuse of data while it is in the chip and minimize movement of data in and out of the chip. Therefore, in order to compute L elements as fast as possible without being constrained by the transfer speeds (bandwidth), we decide to keep L matrix on Fmem. However, Fmem cannot hold the whole L matrix for big values of n. For this reason we partition A into blocks so that the corresponding L blocks will fit in Fmem. A block-partitioned Cholesky algorithm has been implemented. Initially, A (n ×n matrix) breaks into n tiles ×n tiles tiles of size n B ×n B , where n = n tiles ·n B ,
A n tiles ,1 A n tiles ,2 A n tiles ,3 ... A n tiles ,n tiles            
Now in the first stage, we compute L 1,1 passing A 1,1 tile to the DFE: L 1,1 = cholesky DFE(A 1,1 ). In the same way we compute L 2,1 , L 3,1 ... . However those tiles require data from L 1,1 . Therefore, L 2,1 = cholesky DFE(A 2,1 , L 1,1 ), L 3,1 = cholesky DFE(A 3,1 , L 1,1 ) and so on. At this point, the first column of L tiles has been calculated. Before moving on to process the second column of tiles we should calculate the matrix
which is symmetric. This matrix multiplication is performed with the corresponding DFE accelerator found in [4] . Now using S (1) we can proceed in the second column of tiles of L. In order to compute L 2,2 , Figure 2 shows that for * element all light gray previously computed L elements are needed. Particularly the product of the two light gray rows of L 2,1 must be subtracted from a * . This product can be taken directly from S
1,1 , which contains all row-to-row products which are required from the computation of L 2,2 . In the same way S (1) 2,1 contains all row-to-row products for the computation of L 3,2 , S 3,1 for L 4,2 and so on. Finally we store a submatrix of S (1)
... 
In the second stage, we get L 2,2 = cholesk DFE (A 2,2 , S
1,1 ) and L 3,2 = cholesk DFE (A 3,2 , L 2,2 , S 
